
 

 

  

Innovations for the nursing care of tomorrow

20. March 2019 // Trade Fairs & Events 

A visit to Stiegelmeyer at the Altenpflege fair in Nuremberg, Germany, is worthwhile this year for many
reasons. We look forward to inspiring our customers with innovations that will set trends for nursing care of
the future. At the centre of attention is the new Vario-Safe system.

  

Stiegelmeyer presents a lot of new products and innovations at the Altenpflege
(geriatric care) fair in Nuremberg

A visit to Stiegelmeyer at the Altenpflege fair in Nuremberg, Germany, is worthwhile this year for
many reasons. We look forward to inspiring our customers with innovations that will set trends for
nursing care of the future. At the centre of attention is the new Vario-Safe system.

The details and many strong benefits of Vario Safe will be revealed at the fair. Only so much is revealed: It is
a system that easily adapts our care beds to changing requirements in a very short time – both functionally
and visually. Residents, carers and nursing home managers benefit from it. Vario Safe ensures more quality
of life, noticeable relief and more economical work. Look forward to a vivid, entertaining presentation in
Nuremberg.

  

The low-height bed Venta combines the best conditions for modern care with elegant comfort – here in white chalk.



Modern stand architecture

Our newly designed stand also contributes to the positive atmosphere. Our care beds and furniture really
come into their own surrounded by its modern, elegant architecture. Touch-screen monitors and large-screen
LED presentations provide all information about the products even faster and more memorable.

Perfect conditions for getting to know our care beds Venta, Elvido and Libra. All of them, as low-height beds
with modern safety sides, protect the residents while promoting their mobility. The innovative safety side of
the Venta can be operated with one hand and thus spares the caregiver a lot of effort in tense situations.
Optional removable head and footboards and an easily used bed extension ensure flexibility in nursing care.
And the elegant selectable softcovers for the head and footboards create a home-like atmosphere for every
taste.

Discover the care bed Libra

The versatile Libra succeeds the Soleo in the German market and sets convincing accents. There are three
safety sides to choose from: the full-length for maximum protection, the combinable safety side with its
practical mobilisation aid and the split safety side. In the latter, the single elements can be pulled up in two
steps, so that the protection and orientation needs of the resident can be met individually.

Tailor-made contract furniture from Stiegelmeyer is an ideal complement to our beds, bedside cabinets or
chairs. They give residents’, service and common rooms the flair and functionality of a good hotel. At the
Altenpflege fair, visitors can find out how our contract furniture team from Nordhausen plans with millimetre
precision and creates impressive room furnishings from a single source. In this setting, our lifestyle bed suite
eMotion will also fully show its advantages. The suite eMotion combines the highest quality of life and sleep
with a rousing design.

There is so much to discover in Hall 9, at Stand D09. The Stiegelmeyer team is looking forward to your visit
in Nuremberg from 2 to 4 April.

https://www.stiegelmeyer-forum.com/en/trade-fairs-events/innovations-for-the-nursing-care-of-tomorrow.html
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